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Abstract
The RFID technology is aected by the reader-to-reader collision problem. Several
studies proposes anti-collision protocols. A high throughput adaptation protocol
based on time division is Colorwave. A known mechanism, already applied to
another time division protocol to improve its performance, is the introduction of
a probability factor in the collision resolution routine. In this work, the eects of
the introduction of the probability factor in Colorwave are analyzed.
1 Introduction
The Radio Frequency Identication (RFID) is a well known technology for
auto-identication. Several applications, from health care [1] to traceability
management [2], use many RFID readers in the same area. The presence of
readers working close together involves the reader-to-reader collision prob-
lem [3].
In order to solve the reader-to-reader collisions several appraoches have
been proposed [4]. An high throughput protocol based on time division is
Colorwave [5, 6]. It is a distributed adaptable protocol, where each RFID
reader periodically try at queering tags, and modify its parameters according
to the quantity of collisions. Colorwave is based on DCS [5, 6]. The main
dierence between these protocols is that DCS does not involve adaptive pa-
rameters. When the density of the network is unknown, Colorwave provides
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a higher throughput than DCS, since each reader modies its parameters
according to the quantity of collisions.
In [7], the introduction of a probabilistic factor in the collision resolution
routine of time division protocols has been proposed in order to improve their
performance. Probabilistic DCS (PDCS) is a new protocol proposed in [8],
which employs the probabilistic factor and is based on DCS.
This work analyzes the introduction of the probabilistic parameter in
Colorwave. A new version of the protocol, compliant with this technique, is
presented and evaluated.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 related
works are described. In Sect. 3 the proposed scheme is presented. Finally, in
Sect. 4, the analyzed approach is evaluated, and in Sect. 5 some conclusions
are drawn.
2 Related Works
This section describes the main relevant anti-collision protocols and their
requirements.
2.1 Distributed Color System (DCS)
In DCS [5, 6] each communication round is composed of time slots. Each
RFID reader can communicate only during its time slot. When a transmis-
sion collides, each involved reader stops the communication and randomly
chooses a new timeslot that it has reserved, sending a specic signal named
kick. When the reserved slot is used by some neighbors, they randomly
choose a new slot and try using it without reservation.
The communications are divided in rounds. Each round is composed of
 timeslots. Each timeslot is composed of a kick phase and a transmission
phase. The identication of a timeslot is called color. A color is assigned to
a reader, and it works only during the corresponding time slot.
During the kick phase, each working reader that had collided at the pre-
vious transmission sends a kick. Each working reader that receives a kick
changes color.
During the transmission phase, each working reader that has to read
tags executes a transmission. If the transmission collides then the involved
readers stop it and randomly choose a new color. At the subsequent round
the colliding readers will send a kick, in order to reserve a timeslot.
In the described protocol when more than one reader transmits a kick
during the same slot, all the transmitting readers also receive the kick, and
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they choose a new color.
The kick does not transport any additional information, but is used only
to communicate to the neighbors that the channel is busy, so the readers do
not need additional hardware. The only additional requirement is represented
by the global synchronization, since each reader must initiate a new timeslot
simultaneously to its neighbors.
2.2 Colorwave
Colorwave [5, 6] is a protocol based on DCS. This protocol introduces a
variable quantity of timeslots that compose a round (), dierently from DCS
where the number of timeslots is xed. The value is dynamically changed in
order to increase the eciency of the RFID network. When the number of
collisions is high, the number of used colors for round rises, while when it is
small the number of colors decreases. This protocol requires a special kick
transmission, which states the change to a new . The kick phase is divided
in two subphases, where normal kicks are sent during the rst one, and color
kicks during the second one.
In order to manage changes of , Colorwave introduces two couples of
thresholds: one is used to manage the increase of , and the other for the
decrease. Each couple is composed of a hard threshold, which sets a change,
and a soft threshold, which sets a transition state, where the reader changes
 only if a neighbor is already changing. Therefore, each reader counts its
percentage of successful transmissions. When the percentage exceeds a hard
threshold the reader changes  and communicates the change to its neighbors
during the second kick subphase. If a reader has exceeded a soft threshold and
it receives colorkick compliant with the exceeded threshold, then it changes
 and communicates the change to its neighbors.
The adaptable  allows Colorwave to autonomously nd a good congu-
ration. However, in addition to the requirements of DCS, this protocol also
requires to manage the special color kicks.
The presence of neighboring readers with dierent  can generate addi-
tional collisions, as at each round dierent couples of slots overlap. However,
this problem is in part overcome by the improved eciency introduced by
the adaptable .
2.3 Probabilistic DCS (PDCS)
Probabilistic DCS (PDCS) [8] is an improved version of DCS. This protocol
introduces a new parameter p, which represents the probability to change
color after a collision. The goal of this protocol is to reduce the number of
3
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Initialization()
1: Colori = (Colori + 1)mod(i)
2: TimeInColori = TimeInColori + 1;
3: if readeri received a request to read tags then
4: TransFlagi = true;
5: end if
6: if CTransi.getCollisions() > UpSafe
AND TimeInColori > MinTimeInColor then
7: i = i + 1;
8: CTransi.clear();
9: TimeInColori = 0;
10: ColorUpKickFlagi = i;
11: end if
12: if CTransi.getCollisions() < DownSafe
AND TimeInColori > MinTimeInColor then
13: i = i   1;
14: CTransi.clear();
15: TimeInColori = 0;
16: ColorDownKickFlagi = i;
17: end if
Fig. 1: Initialization subroutine
collisions, reducing the number of readers that randomly change color. This
approach improves the performance of DCS, without additional requirements.
The analysis proposed in [8] shows that after a collision between 2 readers,
the color of the collision is probably available, while the other colors could be
busy. Therefore, reducing the probability of changing color after a collision,
a reader could keep the same color and the other could change, reducing the
probability of further collisions.
3 Proposed protocol
In order to present the algorithm, some denitions are preliminary given.
The list of the variables used in the probabilistic version of Colorwave is
shown in Table 1. The procedures are:
 CTransi.add() adds a new ag;
 CTransi.clear() deletes all the ags;
 CTransi.getCollisions() returns the percentage of ags equal to true;
4
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Tab. 1: List of the variables
.
Variable Description
p probabilistic factor
UpSafe highest threshold
UpTrigger second highest threshold
DownTrigger third highest threshold
DownSafe lowest threshold
i number of used colors for readeri
MinTimeInColor minimum number of slots between two subsequent
changes of i
TimeInColori number of timeslots spent with the current i
CTransi a First In First Out (FIFO) buer containing
the sequence of ags for the tag interrogations of
readeri among the attempted tag interrogations
with the current ; the ags are true for success-
ful interrogations and false for colliding ones
Colori index of the timeslot used by readeri to query tags
KickFlagi boolean ag, true when readeri has to send a kick
ColorUpKickFlagi boolean ag, true when readeri has to send a col-
orupkick
ColorDownKickFlagi boolean ag, true when readeri has to send a col-
ordownkick
TransFlagi boolean ag, true when readeri has to query tags
Kick sending()
1: if KickFlagi = true AND Colori = 0 then
2: readeri sends a kick;
3: KickFlagi = false;
4: end if
Fig. 2: Kick sending subroutine.
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Colorkick sending()
1: if ColorUpKickFlagi! = 0 true AND Colori = 0 then
2: readeri sends a colorupkick;
3: ColorUpKickFlagi = 0 ;
4: end if
5: if ColorDownKickFlagi! = 0 true AND Colori = 0 then
6: readeri sends a colordownkick;
7: ColorDownKickFlagi = 0;
8: end if
Fig. 3: Colorkick sending subroutine.
Kick resolution()
1: if readeri received a kick AND Colori = 0 then
2: CTransi.add(false);
3: Colori = random(i   1) + 1;
4: end if
Fig. 4: Kick resolution subroutine.
Colorkick resolution()
1: if readeri received a colorupkick
AND CTransi.getCollisions() > UpTrigger
AND TimeInColori > MinTimeInColor
AND ColorUpKickFlagj > i then
2: i = ColorUpKickFlagj;
3: CTransi.clear();
4: TimeInColori = 0;
5: ColorUpKickFlagi = i;
6: end if
7: if readeri received a colorupkick
AND CTransi.getCollisions() < DownTrigger
AND TimeInColori > MinTimeInColor
AND ColorDownKickFlagj < i then
8: i = ColorDownKickFlagj;
9: CTransi.clear();
10: TimeInColori = 0;
11: ColorDownKickFlagi = i;
12: end if
Fig. 5: Colorkick resolution subroutine.
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Transmission()
1: if TransFlagi = true AND Colori = 0 then
2: the readeri transmits;
3: end if
Fig. 6: Transmission subroutine.
Collision resolution()
1: if readeri collides then
2: if RANDOM(0,1)<p then
3: Colori = random(i);
4: end if
5: KickFlagi = true;
6: CTransi.add(false);
7: else
8: CTransi.add(true);
9: TransFlagi = false;
10: end if
Fig. 7: Collision resolution subroutine.
 Random(a,b) returns a random oat between a and b.
In the proposed algorithm, the transmissions performed by the readers
are the following:
 interrogation, when a reader communicates with tags,
 kick, when a reader sends the reservation message,
 colorupkick, when a reader send a message, communicating its new
higher value of i.
 colordownkick, when a reader sends a message, communicating its new
lower value of i.
The algorithm is iterated at each timeslot, and it is organized in three
consecutive phases:
 initialization,
 kick,
 transmission.
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Fig. 8: Percentage Dierence of PCW with respect to Colorwave using the
conguration proposed in [5]
During the Initialization Phase, which is shown in Fig. 1, the readers
update their variables and ags. The reading modication requests of the
user are forwarded to the readers. They check UpSafe and DownSafe and
eventually change i. The Kick phase, which contains the Kick Sending
subroutine (Fig. 2), the Kick Resolution subroutine (Fig. 4), the Colorkick
Sending subroutine (Fig. 3), the Colorkick Resolution subroutine (Fig. 5),
is used to reserve the current timeslot and to communicate a new i. The
readers that have to reserve the slot send a kick. All the readers that receive
a kick randomly choose a new color, dierent from the previous. The readers
that change i send a colorupkick or colordownkick, with the new value.
The Transmission Phase is used to query the tags. Each reader assigned to
the current color can query tags. The colliding readers, with probability p,
randomly choose a new color. Fig. 6 and 7 show respectively the Transmission
and the Collision Resolution subroutine.
4 Evaluation
The eects of the probabilistic factor in colorwave have been studied with
two dierent sets of thresholds. The former set is 93%, 90%, 2%, 1%, which
corresponds to Set1 in [5]. The latter is 66%, 66%, 64%, 64%, which is
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Fig. 9: Percentage Dierence of PCW with respect to Colorwave using the
conguration proposed in [9]
compliant with the analysis on the colorwave conguration proposed in [9].
MinTimeInColor has been set to 100 slots, and the starting  to 6. In order
to evaluate the technique, the two congurations have been simulated with
networks of 250 readers with dierent density. All the results are calculated
as the average of 5 simulations executed on 20 dierent deployments with
the same density.
Fig. 8 shows the comparison of PCW with respect to Colorwave using
the conguration proposed in [5]. The results are negative or negligible. The
analyzed technique is not able to provide the same eects of DCS, since the
presence of neighboring readers with a dierent total number of colors is too
common. In fact, when two neighboring readers have a dierent total number
of colors, at each round their relative color changes. It is equivalent to change
color at each round, nullifying the eects of the probabilistic factor. Positive
results are reached only when the staring color is proper for the network
density, since in these networks, few readers change .
Fig. 9 shows the comparison of PCW with respect to Colorwave using the
conguration proposed in [9]. With the conguration proposed in [9], the
behavior of the readers is dierent from the previous. A limited number of
readers reach high performance, while their neighbors have less opportunities
to query tags. It is observed that PCW with a high color change probability
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provides good results, which are better for high density networks.
5 Conclusion
This work has studied the eects of the introduction of a probabilistic factor
in the collision resolution routine of colorwave. On the one hand, using a
conguration proposed in [5], this technique does not result compliant with
colorwave, since the presence of neighboring readers with a dierent total
number of colors is too common. On the other hand, using a conguration
proposed in [9], in high density network PCW provides a throughput higher
than Colorwave.
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